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Most of us at our law firm are fans of buying local. While in some ways it may be easier to shop
at the big box down the street, most of us have found that shopping local is the better option.
Whether shopping at downtown businesses or going to the local farmers’ market we find that we
get better quality, better service, and are usually happier with whatever it is we purchased.
The same principle applies when shopping for legal services. Our law firm has been
representing individuals and families who have been injured in accidents for over 30 years.
There are lawyers from all over the state looking to represent people in our community who
have been injured in automobile accidents or involved with other situations where they have
been injured and need help. But, for the same reasons that we shop local, having us represent
you in a personal injury case makes more sense. You will be happy with the personal service,
will know who you are dealing with, will be kept informed as to how your case is progressing,
and will get straight answers as to key issues involving your case. We do personal injury cases
on a regular basis and are very good at it. You will get a high-quality product that you will be
happy with and we will get you the best possible result. There are never any guarantees in the
legal business but we certainly will not lead you astray. We will give you straight answers with
regard to every aspect of your claim.
We hear on TV that there are firms that provide a “no fee guarantee.” As a practical matter, all
law firms involved in doing personal injury cases proceed on a “no fee guarantee” basis. This is
not something different or special; it is simply the norm when handling a personal injury case.
Therefore, the “no fee guarantee” can be misleading. While it is indeed true, it is not really
giving you anything that any other quality attorney wouldn’t give you, as well.
If you or someone you know has been injured and needs to consult with an attorney, we would
encourage you to shop local. Our firm has represented dozens of clients who were glad that
they didn’t respond to a mailing from an out-of-town law firm, and instead chose to keep their
representation local.

